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A natural, nonsurgical approach to painful arthritis in joints, spine

C

arolyn Zehendner, 82, spent
most of her adult life as a
homemaker and stay-at-home
mom. But she also worked
two 10-year stints outside the home
before her children were born and after
they were grown. Both times, Carolyn
was employed at the diagnostics division
of Bayer Pharmaceuticals in her hometown
of Elkhart, Indiana.
“My husband and I raised our children
in Elkhart, but once they went to college,
we moved to Michigan to live on Eagle
Lake,” Carolyn shares. “It’s a beautiful
little lake in the village of Edwardsburg,
which is close to South Bend, Indiana.
We stayed within the Michigan-Indiana
region. They call it Michiana.
“We lived in Michigan for 33 years.
When my husband became ill, our son,
who lives in Florida, thought we should
leave the snow and ice behind and move
to Florida as well. He said life would be
easier for us down here, especially for my
husband. I agreed, and we moved to St.
Petersburg in October 2018.”
The move was a comfort for Carolyn as
well. For years, she struggled with arthritis
pain in her left knee, and Michigan’s snow
and cold made the joint ache all the more.
Even on good days, the pain was intense,
a seven or higher on a scale of one to 10,
which greatly affected her daily pursuits.
“My knee hurt so much that I limped
when I walked,” she describes. “I couldn’t
walk far, and I couldn’t exercise or perform

many of my routine activities. I wasn’t
confined to my apartment, but it hurt
terribly to walk.”
An orthopedic doctor recommended
knee surgery, but Carolyn put it off.
“I knew my husband wasn’t well, and
I didn’t feel that I could have surgery, then
be in a hospital, then a rehab center and
still take care of him,” she explains, “but
my knee continued to hurt.”

ERICK A. GRANA, MD
Carolyn’s husband passed away in
January 2019. Shortly after, she decided
the knee could wait no longer.
“It took me until May to figure out
what to do,” Carolyn recalls. “That’s when
I picked up a copy of Florida Health Care
News and read about Dr. Grana and his
stem cell therapy for knees. Dr. Grana
says, Don’t operate, regenerate, so I made
an appointment to talk with him.”
Erick A. Grana, MD, of Regenerative
Orthopedic Institute in Tampa, addresses
conditions such as Carolyn’s with regenerative medicine, which treats patients
with a nonsurgical technique called stem
cell therapy. This therapy uses the patient’s
specialized stem cells to promote the
growth of new tissue in joints ravaged by
arthritis or injury.
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While Dr. Grana and Carolyn
discussed using stem cell therapy on her
left knee, Carolyn mentioned that she also
suffered with severe pain in her lower back.
After a thorough examination, Dr. Grana
confirmed she had arthritis in the joints of
her lumbar spine.
“The pain in my spine made both
of my legs hurt,” Carolyn reports. “It
was very difficult to walk any distance. I
could walk, but it wasn’t comfortable. I
didn’t enjoy walking at all, and I couldn’t
be as active as I wanted to be. Dr. Grana
told me he could treat my back as well
as my knee. I didn’t realize he could do
that, but he said he could perform stem
cell therapy on my knee and lumbar
spine on the same day and save me a trip.
I was delighted by that.”

Avoiding Surgery

“Degenerative arthritis was the cause
of Carolyn’s low back and knee pain,”
Dr. Grana observes. “Degenerative
arthritis, also called osteoarthritis, is the
most common form of arthritis. It typically
affects the body’s weight-bearing joints,
so it is frequently found in the knees and
lower portion of the spine.”
Dr. Grana considered Carolyn an
excellent candidate for regenerative medicine and stem cell therapy.
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Specialty Care Hospital

surgery in December 2019,
Jenny has lost more than
120 pounds and regained
the confidence, energy
and self-esteem she
lost t h rou g h her
weight gain.
“I can do a lot
of things that I
wasn’t able to
do before,
l i k e
hiking,
hen she moved from days when I would go shopping for clothes which he lauds for its investment in which
I love,”
Puerto Rico to Florida and sit in the fitting room and cry because robotic platforms.
“The hospital has done a great job of J e n n y
17 years ago, Jenny nothing looked good on me. I didn’t feel
providing us with the tools we need to do enthuses.
Rodriguez didn’t speak pretty or confident. I just felt awful.”
Jenny insists she tried everything she our best work,” he states. “It has taken the “It’s somea word of English. Now, she speaks the
language so well that she’s part of a team could think of to lose weight.
initiative to be an advanced minimally thing I was never
that helps non-English speakers learn it
“If someone suggested a diet to me, I invasive surgical center, and it provides able to do before
and adjust to life in the states.
was like, Yeah, I know that diet. I tried it. excellent nursing care.”
or really had
It didn’t work. Nothing worked for me,”
Surgeons must be trained specifically a ny interest
Jenny says. “That’s why I finally went to in the use of the system to operate it. in doing. But
see Dr. Rekkas.”
Dr. Rekkas, for example, is certified as now, I’m doing
Bariatric surgeon Stelios Rekkas, MD, a Surgeon of Excellence in Robotics by a lot of things
FACS, FASMBS, of Manatee Weight Loss Surgical Review Corp., a nonprofit, patient I never used
STELIOS REKKAS, MD, FACS, FASMBS
Center/ Manatee Physician
safety organization.
to do.”
STACEY SOUTH, MD
“There are a lot of
Jen ny i sn’t
A lliance, is the medical
“I work for the School District of director of the bariatric
applications that this system done w it h her
Manatee County; I’m a secretary for the program at Manatee Memorial
can be used for,” says Stacey s e l f - i m p r o v e director of the ESOL program,” Jenny Hospital. All facilities are
South, MD, chief of staff at ment. She still
Manatee Memorial Hospital, w a nt s t o t o n e
explains. “ESOL stands for English for members of the Manatee
where she has completed her body.
Speakers of Other Languages. We help Healthcare System.
students and people from other countries
Jenny lea rned of
“I’m not going
more than 1,500 surgeries
succeed.”
using the da Vinci system.
Dr. Rekkas through a friend
to say, Well, I had the
Jenny, 41, began her journey to who had undergone a vertical
“It can be used to remove surgery, and everything
success 14 years ago, while pregnant with sleeve gastrectomy at Manatee
endometrial cancers, pelvic is good,” she explains.
masses, abnormal bleeding as “If you wa nt to
the second of three children. She was also Memorial Hospital, where Dr.
Da
Vinci®
Robotic
carrying dozens of unwanted pounds, a Rekkas performs the surgery
well as many other surgeries. look good after the
Surgical System
burden that grew as years passed.
We can even use it with surgery, you have to
using a sophisticated tool
“I’ve struggled with my weight most called the da Vinci® Robotic Surgical System. some ovarian cancers. It’s something that work at it, and I’m
of my life, but the last 14 years were the
is becoming more and more common in working at it.”
hospitals these days,” Dr. South says.
Jenny calls the procedure “a breeze”
worst,” Jenny confides. “I eventually “An Incredible System”
and notes that the recovery was “much
became so overweight that a couple of This system allows surgeons to complete a
years ago I started to have trouble walking variety of minimally invasive procedures Down More Than 120 Pounds
easier” than she thought it would be.
because the weight caused so much foot while sitting at a remote console, where In treating Jenny, Dr. Rekkas used the
“I was thinking I’d be down for
pain. But that wasn’t my only problem. I they view a magnified 3D image of the da Vinci system to accomplish two a couple of weeks because I had two
had other serious health problems, like work area and control the da Vinci system’s surgeries. In addition to the vertical sleeve surgeries, the vertical sleeve gastrectomy
sleep apnea, prediabetes and high blood robotic arms with toggle sticks.
gastrectomy, in which 60 to 80 percent of and hernia repair, but I was out of bed
“It’s a n i ncre d ible s y stem,” the patient’s stomach is removed, he also and walking again after three days,”
pressure. It was awful. I wasn’t even 40
years old, and I felt like I was dying.
Dr. Rekkas states. “And I can assure you performed a hernia repair.
she recollects.
“And it wasn’t just physical pain. that the robot does not make any decisions,
“Dr. Rekkas
There was emotional pain, too. There were nor does it do any cutting. What it does
is a great doctor
is assist and augment what the surgeon
and I urge anyone
who has a weightdoes. But everything the surgeon does
is done remotely.”
Manatee Memorial Hospital and Lakewood Ranch Medical loss problem like
The surgeon works in the same room
Center are members of the Manatee Healthcare System. me to see him.
as the patient. Instead of standing over the
These hospitals use the da Vinci robotic system for these The surgery he
patient, the surgeon sits comfortably at a
d id for me at
minimally invasive procedures:
table and controls the camera and robotic
Manatee Memorial
• Bariatrics
• Head and neck
• Urologic
arms, which perform the surgical motions
Hospita l ha s
conditions
• General surgery
• Gynecologic
normally done by the doctor.
been absolutely
• Sleep apnea
oncology
• Thoracic
That work is performed through three
life-changing.”
8 mm-long incisions, not a long, deep
“Once those incisions are made, a © FHCN article by Roy Cummings. Jenny’s photo courtesy of
opening. This results in better outcomes camera goes inside one of them that allows Jenny Rodriguez. Before and after images courtesy of Manatee
and shorter recovery periods. In many me to see everything inside clearly and Weight Loss Center / Manatee Physician Alliance. mkb
cases, surgeries that traditionally required in a three-dimensional environment,”
weeklong postop hospital stays require one Dr. Rekkas explains. “Next, a retractor
or two days.
elevates the liver, which allows me to go
Dr. Rekkas performs these surgeries in and free up the stomach.
at Ma natee Memoria l Hospita l,
“Then a special robotic stapler actually
clamps the stomach, seals it and cuts it.
Finally, the part of the stomach that has
Trust your care to Manatee
Stelios Rekkas, MD, FACS, FASMBS, a graduate of Manatee High School,
to be taken out gets removed from the
Memorial Hospital. The hospital
earned his undergraduate degree at the University of Florida and received
body through another small incision in
also offers several programs
his medical degree from Florida State University College of Medicine. He
the
abdomen.”
completed a general surgery residency at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami
to help educate the public
For years, the vertical sleeve gastrecand a fellowship in minimally invasive and bariatric surgery at Jackson South
about maintaining or regaining
Medical Center/Baptist Hospital in Miami.
tomy was done through an incision
health. For more information,
about a foot long, and the surgeon had
Stacey South, MD, is chief of staff at Manatee Memorial Hospital and
visit manateememorial.com
to stand over the patient and manipulate
a graduate of Loyola University, Chicago Stritch School of Medicine. She
or call:
completed a residency in obstetrics and gynecology at The Western Pennsylvania
his instruments.
Hospital, Temple University School of Medicine in Pittsburgh and a postgraduate
When she first met Dr. Rekkas,
fellowship in gynecologic oncology at Roswell Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo, NY.
Jenny weighed 260 pounds. Since the
Her surgical training includes the use of the da Vinci Robotic Surgical System
206 Second St. E.

Da Vinci system helps reduce patient trauma, recovery time

W

Advanced
Care

Bradenton

for precise, minimally invasive surgical techniques.

For more information, visit manateememorial.com
Individual results may vary. There are risks associated with any surgical procedure. Talk with your doctor about these risks to find out if bariatric or robotic surgery is right
for you. Physicians are on the medical staff of Manatee Memorial Hospital but, with limited exceptions, are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of
Manatee Memorial Hospital. The hospital shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by physicians. For language assistance, disability accommodations and the
nondiscrimination notice, visit our website.

(941) 746-5111
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General, Cosmetic & Implant Dentistry

Immediate Impact
T
Consultation,
careful
planning
result in
beaming
new smile

M

eredith Holroyd and
her best friend from
high school annually
go on a week long
getaway to Murrells Inlet, just south of
Myrtle Beach in South Carolina. It has
become such a staple in their lives that
they even made the trek last year as the
COVID-19 pandemic raged.

DAVID SHERBERG, DMD, FAGD
The trip is on again this year, but
Meredith plans to extend her stay and spend
a couple of weeks seeing other parts of the
Atlantic Coast with her husband. She has
time to do that now that she’s retired.
“I just retired in February,” Meredith,
64, says enthusiastically. “I spent the last
10 years working as a customer service rep
for HSN but was let go last June. When I
didn’t find anything that really interested
me, my husband and I talked and decided
I should just retire.
“I’m really excited about retirement.
I’m not counting out getting a part-time
job at some point just to stay busy, but for
now I’ve got that trip planned with my
friend. Then my husband and I are going
to take some time for ourselves, so we’ll
just see where it goes.”
Prior to HSN, Meredith worked in
sales and real estate after spending time
as a dental assistant. The latter was a job
borne largely out of her experience with
a disease called opalescent dentin, which
leaves teeth discolored and weak.
“It’s a hereditary disease, and because
of that I had my first abscess when I was
just 2 years old,” Meredith reveals. “Then,
when I was 17, my teeth

Dental implants are screw-like posts made
of a titanium alloy that are placed in the
jaw, where they fuse with the bone. Once
the fusion process is complete, the implant
supports an abutment upon which a crown
is placed to complete the replacement tooth.
Unlike real teeth, implants don’t decay,
so they can last a lifetime in some patients.
That proved advantageous for Meredith,
whose remaining teeth continued to decay
to a point where she was recently left with
no choice but to find a fix for the problem.
“I had already lost some of my back
teeth, which made it hard to chew properly,”
Meredith explains. “Then the crowns on
a couple of teeth in the front snapped off.
It was an awful situation, really emotional
because I was embarrassed to smile.

The dentist Meredith visited is David
Sherberg, DMD, FAGD, of Bayway
Dental in St. Petersburg. As he does with
all patients, Dr. Sherberg began his care
for Meredith by conducting a thorough
oral examination.
“She had already lost some teeth and
had cavities in most of the remaining ones,”
Dr. Sherberg reports. “She also had some
cosmetic issues. Her upper front teeth, for
example, were too flared out. The good
news was that her existing four implants
were working. That’s a good sign, because
she was interested in an implant option.
She didn’t want a traditional denture, but
cost was a concern, so I had to get creative.”
Dr. Sherberg used three of the existing
implants as the foundation for a complete
restoration. He removed the failing teeth
and replaced them with dentures secured by
the existing implants and six new implants.
Dr. Sherberg spent significant time
consulting with Meredith before developing
a personalized solution for her. His goal is
to get to know each “patient as a person.”
“I need to take everything about that
person into account, including their goals
and their financial situation,” he states.
“That’s how you come to the best possible
conclusion. We have more of a boutique
service that’s customized to each individual. It’s not a matter of everybody gets
this product or that product. We figure out
what’s best for each person.”

BEFORE

AFTER

just started abscessing one after another,
and I eventually had all my teeth crowned.
“The dentist who did the crowns was
just awesome. I became a dental technician
because of him, and those crowns lasted a
long time. I took really good care of them.
As I got older, though, the crowns got older
and some of them just started snapping off.”
Because of their decaying nature, at
least four of the teeth beneath those failing
crowns had to be pulled. To replace those
teeth, Meredith was fit about 15 years ago
with four dental implants, two on her top
arch and two on the bottom.

The Implant Advantage

“I wasn’t ready financially or emotionally to tackle this problem when it first
came about. Then finally, about a year
ago, I decided I was ready to get this taken
care of and made an appointment to see
someone about it.”

David Sherberg, DMD, FAGD, is a graduate of the University of Connecticut School of
Dental Medicine who furthered his education through the postdoctoral Advanced
Education in General Dentistry residency program at Virginia Commonwealth
University. He has received extensive dental implant continuing education,
including the Comprehensive Interdisciplinary Dental Implant Certification at
the University of Florida, Full Arch Guided Surgery and Immediate Teeth certification from the Pikos Institute, and membership in the International
Congress of Oral Implantologists. He lectures nationally to prestigious dental organizations and is a faculty member of the
Phelps Institute. Dr. Sherberg has also received numerous
“Best Dentist” awards throughout his career, most recently
voted Best Dentist of Tampa Bay out of a highly competitive group of over 1,000 dentists.

Safe and Sound

Meredith’s treatment began in January
2020, just before the COVID-19 outbreak,
with the extraction of all her failing teeth.
Though some of the work was done while
the pandemic was raging, she says she
always felt safe in Dr. Sherberg’s office.
“It was a year long process, so I visited
Dr. Sherberg on a number of occasions during
COVID-19 and I always felt very safe there,”
Meredith confirms. “He did a great job of
following all the guidelines and protocols.”
While Meredith healed from the
extractions, she wore a traditional
denture. After her gums healed, she was
fit with the new implants, four on the top
arch and two on the bottom.

he time usually needed for
implants to heal to the point
where they can support a prosthetic
is between four and six months. But
with his Immediate Teeth option, Dr.
Sherberg can provide patients with new
teeth immediately.
Immediate Teeth calls for the
patient to receive four to six implants
situated so the patient can be fit immediately with a temporary fixed denture
that is later replaced by the permanent
fixed denture.
“We call that the All-on-Four, -Five
or -Six Protocol, and what’s great about
it is that someone can literally have
all their teeth taken out and then have
their implants and temporary teeth
placed at the same time in one day,”
Dr. Sherberg confirms.
“Another benefit of this protocol
is that we rarely need to do any bone
grafting with it. We’re usually able to fit
the implants into places where there’s
enough bone to support them, which
saves the patient time and money.
“When performing implant procedures, we provide prosthetic planning
where we analyze the patient’s jaw in
3D and map the case out digitally.
From those digital plans, we make
guides that we use during surgery to
place the implants in the exact spots
they need to be.”
Less than 5 percent of the implants
placed in the United States utilize this
advanced technology, but Dr. Sherberg
believes it is such an improvement on
the standard process that he provides
it at no additional cost.

Implants need about four to six
months to fuse with the jaw bone, so
during that period, Meredith continued
to wear a traditional denture. Due in
part to COVID-related delays she
fi nally received her permanent fi xed
denture in November 2020.
“We have an Immediate Teeth
option, where we fit the patient with
implants and a temporary fixed denture
right away,” Dr. Sherberg informs.
“But that option wasn’t in Meredith’s
budget so we went a different route
with her. Yes, it took a little longer,
but the result was the same. She now
has a functionally sound, aesthetically
pleasing smile, and it’s because we
worked together within her budget to
create the best possible solution.”
Meredith says the result was worth
the wait. For the first time in years,
she’s getting the proper function she’d
long been missing from her teeth, and
she’s confident about her smile again.
It’s why she raves about Dr. Sherberg
and his work.
“Dr. Sherberg is just amazing,”
Meredith exudes. “He’s so smart, so
focused and so positive. I visited three
other dentists before I chose him, and I
did so because I trust him and because I
feel safe with him. He’s exceptional.”
© FHCN article by Roy Cummings. Photo by Jordan Pysz.
Before and after images courtesy of Bayway Dental. js

One-Stop Dentistry
At Bayway Dental, Dr. David Sherberg
can perform most, if not all, of the
procedures necessary to restore your
smile in just a few appointments. To
learn more about his practice or services
oﬀered, or to schedule an appointment,
visit his oﬃce in St. Petersburg at:

5008 34th St. S.

(727) 292-1811

To learn more or receive a virtual consult, visit Bayway Dental on the web at baywaydental.com
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Stem Cell Therapy

(continued from page 1)

“Carolyn was seeking a
way to relieve her pain without
resorting to surgery or heavy
pain medications,” he informs.
“She wanted a more natural way
to ease the pain and manage the
underlying arthritis.”

Dr. Grana’s regenerative
medicine treats disease and
injuries by harnessing the body’s
healing powers. The natural
healing process is accelerated
by a combination of growth
factors and bioactive cells in the
form of stem cells and platelet rich
plasma (PRP).
“The process of using stem
cells and PRP results in a safe,
effective treatment for joints
affected by arthritis,” Dr. Grana
notes. “And unlike traditional
surgery, which can result in blood
loss, scarring and long, painful
recovery periods, stem cell
therapy requires only injections
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215 Bullard Parkway
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
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Stem cell
therapy has
relieved
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knee and
back pain

Specialized, once-a-week bone-building program
reverses eﬀects of osteoporosis
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hen two students from the University of
Tampa earned financial backing from a
“Shark Tank” investor for a scrunchieturned-drink cover this past January, the
students’ mentor, Rebecca White, celebrated along with
them.
For a little more than 10 years, Rebecca has run UT’s
graduate and undergraduate entrepreneurship programs.
During that time, her students have launched dozens
of products that are on the market, and respect for her
programs has soared.
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Dr. Grana developed a
system for delivering stem cells
and PRP into the pain generators
in and around joints such as the
knees, shoulders and hips. It’s
called RegenaJoint™. He used this

“My back was better right
away,” Carolyn enthuses. “After
two or three months, the pain was
gone. Dr. Grana couldn’t believe
it. He said the back usually takes
longer to heal, but for me, it was

The bones of a joint are covered with cartilage, a flexible connective tissue that
serves a variety of structural and functional purposes. Within joints, cartilage acts as
a shock absorber and enables nearly frictionless movement of the joint. But over time,
cartilage can deteriorate due to normal wear and tear. This is called osteoarthritis.
As the cartilage erodes, the bones begin to rub against each other, causing pain and
inflammation. Osteoarthritis can aﬀect any joint but most often occurs in the hands,
knees, hips and spine.
Osteoarthritis is the primary culprit in many of the joint issues patients bring to
Regenerative Orthopedic Institute, where Dr. Grana uses his RegenaJoint and
RegenaSpine systems to deliver stem cells into areas of pain.
“Osteoarthritis is a mechanical as well as a chemical disease, where harmful chemicals
inside the joints prevent them from repairing themselves,” Dr. Grana notes. “Thus,
the normal wear and tear occurs without regeneration.
“Within three minutes, RegenaJoint reduces chronic inflammation. It restores the
normal chemistry of the knee joint so there is balance again, allowing regeneration
that can heal the wear and tear occurring inside the joint. At the same time, it can
repair some of the damage that has occurred previously.”
Dr. Grana stresses that when combined with concentrated platelets and growth
factors, stem cells become powerful, natural repair mechanisms for painful joints
and aching backs.
“Patients usually have three goals for RegenaJoint and RegenaSpine,”
Dr. Grana observes. “The first is to get their pain relieved, the second is to resume
former activities they had to give up because of their arthritis and the third is to
avoid surgery.”
into the damaged joint. It also
offers a much quicker recovery
than surgery. Typically, patients
begin to feel a noticeable decrease
in pain after six weeks.”
Stem cell therapy is autologous, which means it utilizes stem
cells, PRP and growth factors
taken from the patient’s body.
This eliminates the chances of
reactive side effects or rejection.
Stem cells are extracted from
the patient’s bone marrow or fat,
while the PRP is taken from the
patient’s blood. After the stem
cells are harvested, they are
separated through a centrifuge
and injected into the painful area
to stimulate the regeneration of
damaged tissue and the healing
of tendons, ligaments, joints or
spinal discs.

Florida Health
Care News

technique on Carolyn’s left knee.
He has also developed a similar
system to treat the spine called
RegenaSpine™, which he used on
Carolyn’s lower back.
“RegenaJoint
and
RegenaSpine are both minimally invasive procedures that
are performed in my office
using a local anesthetic,”
Dr. Grana points out. “Patients
typically resume normal activities
immediately following
the procedures.”

“No Pain at All”

Carolyn received Dr. Grana’s
stem cell therapy on her knee
and back in mid-May 2019. She
reports the therapy was effective
at relieving arthritis pain and
restoring joint function.

the quicker one. I have no pain at
all in my back now.
“And within five months,
my knee was recovered as well.
In October, I noticed that I was
walking very freely. Before the
procedure, my knee hurt when
I walked, and I tried not to limp.

Laura Engel

Question About
Stem Cell Therapy?
For more information,
call or visit Regenerative
Orthopedic Institute in
Tampa at:

Production Assistant

Jordan Pysz

Photography

Richard Jones
Aldy Laracuente
Gary Smith
Steve Turk
Distribution

8011 N. Himes Ave., Suite 3

(813) 868-1659
But now, I don’t even think about
my knee anymore. I just walk.
“Every once in a while, when
I’m really tired, I feel a little
something in my knee, but I don’t
call it pain, and it never gets past
one on a scale of one to 10. This
past week, there were eight family
members visiting me, including
two children, and for six days,
we went out every day doing fun
things. I began to feel my knee
because I don’t normally walk
that much, but I had no problem
keeping up, and I didn’t limp.”
Carolyn describes her
experience with stem cell therapy
as “wonderful.”
“There’s no recovery time
or threat of infection as there is
with surgery,” she states. “I’ve told
two dozen people about it and so
have my family members. They
think it’s amazing what stem cell
therapy has done for me.
“I’m so much better now. I
absolutely recommend Dr. Grana.
He’s very kind and easy to talk
with, and he answers all of my
questions. I’m very fond of him.”
© FHCN article by Patti DiPanfilo. Photos by
Jordan Pysz. js

Erick A. Grana, MD, is a diplomate of the American Board of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and American Board of
Electrodiagnostic Medicine, with subspecialty certification in pain medicine. After he received his medical
degree from the University of Puerto Rico School of
Medicine, he completed his internship and residency
at the university’s hospital and was subsequently
awarded a fellowship from the department of rehabilitation medicine at the University of Washington in
Seattle. Dr. Grana is a former assistant professor
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston and a
member of the American Medical Association,
International Spinal Injection Society and
Florida Academy of Pain Medicine.

Visit Regenerative Orthopedic Institute on the web at DontOperate.com
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FOR ALL health care
professionals having
articles in this publication:
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS THE RIGHT TO
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF, AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO, THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR A FREE,
DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE
SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

“Our entrepreneurship programs were just ranked
in the top 20 in the nation by The Princeton Review and
Entrepreneur magazine,” Rebecca proudly boasts. “Gaining
national recognition like that is really exciting because it
enhances our reputation.
“What we do is
provide students with
what I define as an
‘experiential education.’ They’re learning
business skills, but
they’re also practicing
what they learn because
our programs actually
help students launch
companies while they’re
still students.”
Prior to coming to
Florida 11 years ago,
Rebecca ran a similar
program at Northern
Kentucky University. Between the two schools, she has
helped “hundreds, if not thousands of students develop
successful business concepts,” she says.
Recently, after being diagnosed with osteopenia, the
precursor to osteoporosis, a common disease that affects
bone growth, Rebecca found herself taking advantage of
a business concept similar to those she helps her students
launch.
“My mother had osteoporosis, and it was pretty
devastating for her, so when my doctor indicated that I
had early stage osteopenia, I started looking for alternatives
to medication,” Rebecca reveals. “It was during my search
that I found OsteoStrong.”

Risk of Bone Breaks

OsteoStrong is a revolutionary program that has helped
more than 25,000 people reverse the negative effects of
osteoporosis and osteopenia, potentially severe conditions
that can greatly increase the risk of bone breaks.
Found most often in postmenopausal women,
osteopenia and osteoporosis develop when new bone
growth fails to keep pace with natural bone degeneration
to the point where bone mineral density becomes dangerously low.
About 54 million Americans have osteopenia,
osteoporosis or low bone mass, the latter of which
also places them at increased risk for the hip, spine,
wrist and other bone breaks most commonly associated
with osteoporosis.

Diseases and Conditions
That Can Cause Bone Loss Include:
•
•
•
•
•

Autoimmune
disorders
Digestive disorders
Breast or prostate
cancer
Stroke
Celiac disease

•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor posture and
poor diet
Lupus
Parkinson’s disease
Spinal cord injuries
Diabetes
Scoliosis

Osteoporosis can even cause some to lose height, as
it can affect the bones in the spine and lead to a stooped
posture. Considered a silent disease by many physicians,
osteoporosis often goes undetected until a fracture occurs.
Statistics show that while one in two women will
suffer from an osteoporosis-related fracture at some point,
one in four men will deal with a similar incident. Those
odds prompted Rebecca to check out OsteoStrong.
“Initially, I did try taking medication for my osteopenia,” Rebecca reports. “I’ve always been a runner, and
I also added strength training to my workout regimen.
After a few years, though, my osteopenia went from mild
to moderate. That’s when I started looking for alternatives
and came across the OsteoStrong concept. That was about
two years ago, and at first, I was a bit skeptical because the
workout is so brief. But it really works.”
Rebecca’s doubt revolved around the fact that the
OsteoStrong program is designed to help people rebuild
bone through brief once-a-week sessions that utilize
specialized biomechanical equipment.
The equipment
Since starting the OsteoStrong program, Rebecca’s bone
allows users to
density numbers have improved “significantly.”
perform resistancebased pushing and
Healthy Bone
Osteoporosis
p u l l i n g e xe rc i s e s
with their arms or
legs. During these
sessions, the user can
safely exert pressure
four to 12 times their
body weight.
“The difference
between our equip– Rebecca
ment and that used at a
OsteoStrong improves bone density from
traditional gym is that
our equipment does not
3 to 7 percent a year, studies show.
involve a counter force,” states Mark Brady, president of
OsteoStrong in South Pasadena. “You create the force He further notes it’s important to know that osteoporosis
you are comfortable with, and you are in control of it at is not a disorder that is exclusive to a specific age group
or gender.
all times.
“Osteoporosis is not something that only happens to
“There is no force pushing against you, which means
you create the force. For example, on our lower body and old people,” he explains. “We have clients from young to
leg machine, I’ve had women in their 80s
old and everything in between. And men are
not immune. When they start losing their
weighing 100 pounds who can exert
forces in excess of 1,000 pounds.
testosterone, their bone loss becomes
“For a person who weighs 100
more rapid.”
pounds to develop new bone
In addition to helping
people recover from bone loss,
working out on traditional
OsteoStrong leverages scientifically proven
equipment, they would need
OsteoStrong wants to help
osteogenic-loading methodologies to
to create a resistance of over
educate them about it.
help all ages and fitness levels. It was
400 pounds. That simply can’t
“We offer people an
created using research in cellular biology,
anti-aging, longevity and bone mass.
be done for 99 percent of all
opportunity to learn more
OsteoStrong is in South Pasadena at:
people in a gym environment
about osteopenia and osteopo6800 Gulfport Blvd., Suite 211
because it involves weights that
rosis and why the OsteoStrong
they couldn’t physically move.
program is so effective in
Or, if they could move them,
fighting it,” Mark concludes.
they’d be at high risk of injury.”
To understand the difference,
Resistance Yields Results
Mark invites people to come in and try
Rebecca, who visits Mark’s South
the equipment, noting that his facility offers a
Pasadena location, has been doing the brief
OsteoStrong sessions for a little more than two years.
free orientation session to experience OsteoStrong.
“This is an amazing concept that is the culmination She says they have had a major impact on her health
of 12 years of research that looked into the body’s own and well-being.
adaptive response to growing new bone and muscle struc“I had a DEXA (bone density) scan a few
ture and improving the density of the bones we have,” months before I started the OsteoStrong program,”
Mark says.
Rebecca reports. “I had another one done just
“As a result of that research, it is now a known medical recently, the first since I started the program, and
fact that when you put certain forces on the bones, the it showed that my bone density numbers have
body responds by growing new bone tissue. And the results improved significantly.
of these short sessions are absolutely amazing.”
“I showed those results to the doctors at the Mayo
According to Mark, studies have found that Clinic in Jacksonville, where I’m part of the executive
OsteoStrong improves bone density 3 to 7 percent a year. health program, and they were actually quite surprised.
Also, people will increase their strength by an average of I mean, even leading-edge doctors are impressed by the
results you get from this program.
73 percent over their first year at OsteoStrong.
Mark also points out that similar studies show that
“I am absolutely committed to OsteoStrong. I
doing an OsteoStrong session more than once a week does believe in the program so much that I’ve actually
not promote additional benefit. As a result, workouts are thought about funding one myself. I would love to see
more OsteoStrong facilities open because it’s a fantastic
not only impactful, but time efficient.
Mark encourages men and women of all ages alternative to medication.”
to accept his invitation to try the OsteoStrong equipment. © FHCN article by Roy Cummings. Photos by Jordan Pysz. mkb

"I would love to see
more OsteoStrong
facilities open
because it’s a
fantastic alternative
to medication.”

Reverse
Bone Loss
(727)

317-2600
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W

hen Mary Abbott’s longtime employer, a major
tobacco company, offered
her a buyout too lucrative
to pass up, she took the money and ran —
straight into retirement.

DAVID E. HALL, MD
NATHAN R. EMERY, MD
DENNIS C. RYCZEK, OD

Three months later, Mary was back at
work. Not with the same company but in the
same industry and doing roughly the same
job. However, much has changed about the
way Mary goes about her day.
“I used to travel four days a week every
week,” she says. “But ever since COVID-19
hit, I have not been traveling the way I used
to. I’ve been working from home for a year
now. The good thing is I found that I really
enjoy being at home.
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Cataract Surgery

especially, when it got dark earlier, I had to
rearrange my schedule because of it.
“When you’re traveling in areas you don’t
know very well and you’re struggling to see,
you don’t feel very comfortable being on the
road. I made sure I was back at my hotel by 4
or 5 o’clock each day, before it got dark.
Additionally, she didn’t want to drive at
night, making it difficult to go out to dinner.
“After a while,” Mary recollects, “I
mentioned the problem to my sister, who
suggested that I have cataracts,” a condition
that also affected their mother.
“You’re having the same problems Mom
had, and to this day, I still believe that if Mom
had gotten her cataracts taken care of, she never
would have been in that car accident that was
the start of all the problems she died from a year
later,” Mary recalls her sister saying.

A Common Development

Cataracts typically develop because of
a breakdown of the eye’s lens fibers, a
clumping of the eye’s proteins or both. They
often result in blurred vision, an increase in
sensitivity to light and/or a reduction in the
vibrancy of colors.
There is no known way
to prevent or slow the development of cataracts, which
mostly affect people 55 and
older. However, surgery to
remove cataracts has become
one of the most common
procedures in medicine.
More than 4 million cataract
surgeries are performed each
year in the United States.
Mary soon took her
sister’s advice and decided
to learn whether she had
cataracts and if surgery
was needed.
“One day, I received
a copy of Florida Health
Care News in the mail,”
Mary relates. “I was looking
through it, and there was a
story about a woman who
was having the same problem
I had. She was mostly having
trouble seeing at night, and it
turned out she had cataracts.
“She had nothing but
praise for the doctor she
“The most amazing thing to me... is how went to see about them, and
well I see things up close now.”
I decided to call the very
same place and ask for the
same doctor.”
“I never minded the travel, but I felt like
The practice is Pasadena Eye Center.
When Mary made that call, she was
I was never home enough to do some of the
things I like to do. I enjoy being with family asked whether she preferred a particular
and doing things outdoors like boating, jet doctor. Based on what she read in the article,
skiing and just being by the pool. I can do a she only wanted to see David E. Hall, MD.
“I told them, I’m sure you have plenty
lot more of that now.”
Before the change, Mary’s travels of other doctors and they’re all great, but
took her to the
the woman I read
Florida Panhandle,
about had nothing
Tennessee, Mississippi
but rave reviews for
and Louisiana. It was
Dr. Hall,” Mary
a little more than a
confirms. “They said,
year ago during one
Dr. Hall it is.”
• Blurry or cloudy vision
Dr. Hall first
of her final business
•
Colors
appear
faded
examined Mary in
trips that she first
March 2020. He
noticed a problem
• Glare, especially in regard to
with her eyesight.
lighting such as headlights, lamps confirmed that her
“I began to notice
vision problems stem
and sunlight
that I couldn’t see very
from developing
• Poor night vision
well after dark when
cataracts
and
I was driving,” Mary
suggested
she
have
• Double vision or multiple images
remembers. “There
surgery to remove
• Changes in prescription
was a really bad glare
them. Mary agreed.
eyeglasses or contact lenses
from the oncoming
Cataract surgery
is typically performed
cars. In the winter,

Cataract Symptoms

20/20 vision achieved with PanOptix replacement lens
on one eye at a time, with
a break of a week or two
between procedures. During
each procedure, the clouded
lens is broken up and removed
with an ultrasonic device. It is
then replaced with an artificial
intraocular lens, or IOL.
IOLs are made of acrylic
or silicone and coated with
special material to protect the
eyes from the sun’s ultraviolet
rays. During surgery, the IOL
is rolled up and placed in the
eye. Once in place, the IOL is
unfolded and side structures
called haptics hold it in place.
Like contact lenses, IOLs
are available in different
focusing powers. Standard
IOLs correct vision primarily
for distance, but patients can
have one eye fixed for distance
and the other for reading, an
option called monovision.
A third option is a multifocal IOL. Most multifocal
IOLs are bifocal lenses that correct distance
and either reading or intermediate vision.
But there is a more advanced multifocal lens that acts as a trifocal lens to
correct distance, reading and intermediate
vision: the PanOptix. For people who want
to be truly glasses-free following cataract
surgery, the PanOptix is fast becoming the
IOL most often recommended by doctors,
including Dr. Hall.
The PanOptix is “one of the most exciting
things that’s happened in cataract surgery in
years,” Dr. Hall reports. “I’m so happy with
the results we’re getting from it that I’ve made
it my lens of choice for all my patients who
want multifocal IOLs.”
Dr. Hall warns that the PanOptix lens
may not work well for every patient. He notes
that patients who have had LASIK surgery or
anyone who has a cornea condition, macular
degeneration or diplopia (double vision) are not
good candidates.
But for patients such as Mary, or anyone
who may be nearsighted and does not have
another lingering vision issue, the PanOptix is
considered the gold standard for replacement
lenses during cataract surgery.
“I believe it’s the best option we can offer
a patient who wants to be rid of glasses,”
Dr. Hall concludes. “There’s no other lens
like it. I highly recommend the PanOptix
lens for patients who are active or no longer
want the inconvenience of glasses.”

“We’re not doing some of the things that
I’d like to be doing, but I’m not complaining,”
she says. “I feel sorry for the people who have
to go into work, so I’m hoping we get through
it soon.”
Linda recently had to lean on some of
those who have continued to work during
the pandemic. Her eyesight, which began
to fade and grew worse over the course
of a year, was at the heart of the matter.
“I first noticed there was a
problem in the summer of
2019,” she explains. “My
husband was going
through some health
issues that required
us to make several
trips to Tampa, and I
noticed then that my
vision just wasn’t as
good as it used to be. So,
at the end of 2019, I went
to an optometrist and got
new glasses.”
That helped, but six months later
she started having problems again, and her
eyesight “got really bad” over the summer.
“My dog was having some issues at the
time, and we had to take him for some tests
and surgeries and whatnot,” Linda explains.
“My vision was so bad that my husband had
to be my eyes for me on these trips because
it was like I was looking through a cloud.”
Thinking the problem was cataracts,
Linda spoke with a cousin-in-law who had
recently been treated for the condition. His
suggestion was to visit Pasadena Eye Center.
“He had his surgery done there a couple
of years ago, and there was a write-up done
on him in the Florida Health Care News
about it,” Linda states. “After he showed me
the article, I said, I’m going to the same place.
That’s how I met Dr. Hall.”

the sixth grade. That’s why, in addition to
removing the cataracts, she asked whether
she could be fit with replacement lenses that
made her glasses-free.
Dr. Hall determined she was a candidate
for the PanOptix lenses and recommended
them, considering her desire to no longer
wear glasses.
Because the cataract in Linda’s left eye
was more advanced, she had surgery on
that eye first, in August 2020. Undergoing
surgery in the middle of a pandemic created
some concern for Linda, but her fears were
soon alleviated.
“They were very careful,” Linda says.
“They took every precaution you could
think of. On the day that I went in for that
first surgery, I felt very safe. They checked
my temperature as soon as I walked into the
building, and for the very brief time that
I was in the waiting room, I was the only
person in the room.
“When I went back for my surgery,
I wasn’t allowed to have anyone go with
me. They took me right back to my own
little bed, and you could tell they had taken
all the protective measures that needed to
be taken, so I was not afraid at all. I felt
very comfortable.
“The surgery itself, well, that was just a
breeze. I was in and out of there in about an
hour and a half, all time accounted for, from
the time I arrived to the time I was checked
out. And I walked out of there seeing better
than I did when I walked in.
“They tell you that it takes
a day or two for the effects of
the surgery to really take,
but I was seeing better
than I have in years
within a few hours. And
I don’t need to wear
glasses at all, not for
distance, not for reading,
not for anything.”

“I don’t need
to wear glasses at all,
not for distance, not
for reading, not for
anything.”

That described Mary, who gladly
accepted Dr. Hall’s recommendation and
jumped at the chance to become glasses-free
for the first time since she was in her mid-20s.
Delays caused by the spread of the
coronavirus forced Mary to wait until May
to have her surgeries. Almost a year later,
she says, receiving the PanOptix lenses was
worth the wait.
“They did the left eye first, and by the
very next day I was already seeing 20/20 out
of that eye without glasses, which is incredible,” Mary enthuses. “Then I went back and
got the right eye done, and by the next day I
was seeing 20/20 out of that eye, too.
“The most amazing thing to me, though,
is how well I see things up close now. I
was always told that my near vision could
never be corrected, but I can read without
glasses and I love it. The other great thing
is that everything is so much brighter and
colorful now.”
Since the procedures, Mary has given out
the phone number for Dr. Hall and Pasadena
Eye Center to many people wondering how
she became glasses-free.
“I tell them, Go see Dr. Hall,” she says.
“He can absolutely perform miracles for you.”

Eyes on the Road

Like Mary, Linda Parker retired early. At
age 54, she became one of just 5 percent
of American workers to do so before age

55. Unlike Mary, Linda never became bored
with retirement.
“Oh, no. I’m not bored at all,” Linda
raves. “I consider myself one of the lucky ones.
My goal was always to retire by the time I
was 55 so I could spend more time with my
husband. Now we live in St. Pete Beach, and
we love it.”
Linda and her husband came to St.
Petersburg from Allentown, Pennsylvania,
where Linda worked as a financial director.
When her company was sold, she was offered
a position by the new ownership on the West
Coast but retired to Florida instead.
Now she spends most of her days
relaxing, visiting friends and neighbors, and
walking her dog. Retirement, Linda shares,
has been everything she hoped it would be,
even though COVID-19 has derailed some
of her plans.

Safety First

Linda was first examined by Dr. Hall in June
2020. She had worn glasses since she was in

David E. Hall, MD, is a board-certified ophthalmologist.
He graduated from the University of Mississippi and
received his medical degree from the University of Tennessee
College of Medicine. He completed his internship at
Erlanger Hospital and residency in ophthalmology at
the University of Tennessee. He is a diplomate of the
American Board of Ophthalmology and a member of
the Florida Medical Association, Pinellas
County Medical Society, American
Academy of Ophthalmology and American
Society of Cataract and Refractive
Surgeons. He is also on staff at Palms of
Pasadena Hospital and Pasadena
Surgery Center.

Pasadena Eye Center on the web at PasadenaEyeCenter.com

Envision Great
Results
Pasadena Eye Center offers leadingedge, comprehensive eye care. For
additional information or to schedule
an appointment, visit or call the office
in St. Petersburg at:
6950 Central Ave.

(727) 343-3004
Pasadena Eye Center also offers
the services of a top-rated optical
shop, which can be reached directly
by calling:

(727) 347-9648

Like Mary, Linda says one of the best
results of her cataract surgery is that it has
taken away the fear she once had of driving,
especially at night. She also appreciates that
she sees colors more clearly and vividly and
that the world seems much brighter.
“I love that I can finally buy
over-the-counter sunglasses,” she adds. “I
am absolutely thrilled with the results of
my cataract surgery. For so long, I would
sit across from someone at a table and it was
as though I was looking at them through a
fog. Not anymore.
“My vision is the best it’s been in years
and that’s without glasses. I wholeheartedly
recommend Pasadena Eye Center to anyone.
And personally, I would recommend
Dr. Hall. But my cousin-in-law was treated by
another doctor, and he’s just as happy as I am.
“It’s a great practice, and one of the
reasons for that is because they have nothing
but great people there. They go out of their
way to do the best they can for their patients,
and I really appreciate all they did for me.”
© FHCN article by Roy Cummings. Mary’s photo courtesy of
Mary Abbott. js

Services Offered

The doctors and staff at Pasadena Eye Center are dedicated to
providing the highest quality eye care and latest advancements
in ophthalmology. Services include:
• Complete eye exams • PanOptix® • TECNIS®
• Bladeless cataract surgery with implant lenses and
astigmatism correction
• Symfony® • ReSTOR® • Alcon® • AcrySof® • IQ Toric IOL
• Personalized glaucoma care • Contact lenses
• SLT, ECP and IRIDEX CPC laser treatments for glaucoma
• Full-service optical shop offering custom fittings and digital lenses
Pasadena Eye Center is a state-of-the-art facility, conveniently located in
St. Petersburg, offering excellent patient care in a comfortable setting.
The facility utilizes new, top-of-the-line equipment
to perform surgical procedures.

Nathan R. Emery, MD, is a board-certified ophthalmologist.
He completed his undergraduate studies at Brigham Young
University in Provo, UT, before serving a two-year mission in
England. Upon his return to the United States, he completed
his medical degree at the Chicago Medical School in Illinois.
He served his internship at Resurrection Medical Center in
Chicago and completed his residency at the University
of South Florida in Tampa. Dr. Emery is a diplomate of the American Board of Ophthalmology
and a member of the Pinellas County Medical
Society, American Academy of Ophthalmology
and American Society of Cataract and Refractive
Surgeons. He is on staff at Palms of Pasadena
Hospital and Pasadena Surgery Center.

Dennis C. Ryczek, OD, is a Florida-certified optometrist.
He attended St. Petersburg Junior College and the University
of South Florida. He graduated summa cum laude with a
doctorate in optometry from the University of Houston
and completed his externship at Hermann Hospital in
Houston. Dr. Ryczek has received extensive training in primary eye care, including pre- and postoperative
care for cataract and refractive procedures. He
serves as a clinical investigator for Johnson &
Johnson’s Vistakon Division and Bausch & Lomb,
and is a member of the American Optometric
Association, Florida Optometric Association,
Pinellas County Optometric Association and
American Optometric Association’s contact
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Hearing Health Care

After a lifetime of suffering, Sheri finally found a fix for her tinnitus

S

settings is necessary to properly address
each individual’s needs. There is never
one model that works for all, but with
the right technology and proper settings,
nearly all cases are correctable.”

heri Edel was working
in manufacturing when
she experienced “a God
moment.” It hit her that it
was time for a major change
in her life. After speaking to her pastor,
she took a leap of faith and accepted a
job as the Christian education director
for her church.

Peace, Finally
Tinnitus masking is not a miracle cure,
but it can make a miraculous difference.
It did for Sheri, who now hears a faint
whisper instead of an annoying squeal.
“Dean said I could choose whatever
masking sound I wanted, so I chose white
noise. It totally masks the tinnitus,” Sheri says.

Win The Battle
Against Back Pain
Reservist gains relief with minimally invasive procedure

I

n March, Steve Selman marked
his 30th year in the Army Reserve.
Seventeen of those years were spent on
active duty tours, including one with
the 1st Armored Division during the Iraq War.
In the years that followed, Steve lived with a
painful reminder of his time in Iraq.

DR. JAMES ST. LOUIS
DR. ABRAHAM RIVERA

“I held that position for nine years
and absolutely loved it, loved the children,” Sheri says. “Then I decided kind
of late in my life that I was ready for
something different. I wanted to help
people in some way, and medical coding
came to mind. I went to school online
for 14 months and became a certified
professional coder.”
It didn’t take long for Sheri to get a
job once she earned her certification. She
was quickly hired by a local health system
to do the coding for its family practice
and inpatient services.

2021 Clinical Trials
If you or a loved one is
experiencing diﬃculty hearing
and is interested in trying this
technology, Knoblach Hearing
Care is currently conducting
free clinical trial programs. For
more information, visit Knoblach
Hearing Care online at
knoblachhearingcare.com
or call (727) 530-3533.
“Every time doctors see a patient,
they record what’s wrong with the
patient in the chart,” Sheri describes.
“Every diagnosis has a code. There are
more than 50,000 codes for 2021, so
my coding book is three inches thick.
After the doctors record what they find
during the patient’s visit, I code it and
bill it to the payers. It’s a job I love, so
I’m very happy I made the change.”
For a long time, Sheri wished for
another change in her life, one that
would eliminate the maddeningly incessant ringing in her ears, a condition
known as tinnitus.

“I’ve suffered with tinnitus all my life,
and I’m in my 60s now,” she elaborates.
“I remember it being there during my
teenage years because it bothered me in
school. The sound is like a very highpitched electrical tone. There were times
it was barely there and times it was so bad
I wanted to pull out my hair. I often lost
sleep because of it.
“I tried many remedies. I tried all the
tinnitus drops and all the little tricks you
find online, but nothing worked. Then
one Sunday, I saw a copy of Florida Health
Care News and there was a huge article
about Dean and Kathleen Knoblach and
their practice. I read the testimonial and
thought, If anybody can help me with my
tinnitus, I think Dean can. I called the next
day and made an appointment.”
Dean Knoblach, BC-HIS, is a
board-certified hearing instrument
specialist at Knoblach Hearing Care in
Largo. Dean's wife, Kathleen Knoblach,
HAS, is a licensed specialist who also
works at the family practice.
When Sheri arrived at Knoblach
Hearing Care, Dean spoke to her at length
about her symptoms. After a complete
hearing evaluation, he recommended she
join a clinical trial investigating advanced
devices that can mask out the incessant
ringing of tinnitus by replacing it with
another much softer, more pleasant
sound. Sheri agreed.
“Dean described the device as pulling
down the shade on the squealing in my
ears,” Sheri recalls. “With the study, I wear
the device in my ears for a period of time,
and if it doesn’t work, there’s nothing on
me. I thought, I’ve got nothing to lose.”

Tailored Technology
For many people, tinnitus comes in the
form of a buzzing, ringing or even cricketlike sound. In reality, it is a phantom noise
without any acoustic stimulation, which
means the sufferer can’t just walk away from it.
“More than 50 million Americans
experience tinnitus,” Dean reports. ”A
Johns Hopkins study concluded that in
45 million of those cases some level of
acoustic damage to the auditory nerve is at
the center of it all. That means most cases
of tinnitus are irreversible and inoperable,
and medications won’t help.”
It also means there has been little
help — until recently. With the advent
of digital tinnitus maskers, relief for many
is a hearing exam away.
A tinnitus masker, like the one Dean
recommended for Sheri, is a hearing device
that can be programmed to produce its
own masking sound. It can be set to sound
like a waterfall in the distance, a babbling
brook or waves on a sandy beach.
“Like a blanket of comforting sound
that can effectively cover up the tinnitus,
tinnitus maskers push the annoying sound
way off into the distance,” Dean explains.
“This in turn helps to trick the brain into
not noticing the tinnitus.”
Several hearing aid manufacturers
carry this masking feature in their high-end
models, but the specifics of each device vary.
“Since more than 90 percent of all
tinnitus involves some sort of acoustic
trauma, each and every case is different,”
Dean says. “It’s our job at Knoblach
Hearing Care to determine what combination of particular technology and

Dean Knoblach, BC-HIS, has been a nationally board-certified hearing specialist
since 1990 and was the past national training director for HEARx (now HearUSA).
He later stepped back from training specialists and doctors to become the senior
specialist and founder of Knoblach Hearing Care. Dean, along with his wife,
Kathleen Knoblach, HAS, also a veteran hearing specialist, continue through
this pandemic to safely treat their patients on a daily basis through private
appointments and daily Curbside Care & Repair to all in need Monday through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to noon.

For more information, visit them online at knoblachhearingcare.com

The moment when Sheri's
lifetime of constant
ringing finally stopped.
“I have dealt with tinnitus for so many
years and I finally have peace. I wanted to
cry. It’s amazing. So are Dean and Kathleen.
They really are the most wonderful people.
When I walk into Knoblach Hearing Care,
I feel like I’m with old friends. They’re
absolutely fantastic!”
© FHCN article by Patti DiPanfilo. Photos courtesy of Sheri
Edel. mkb

From the latest technology
in hearing aids to ear wax
removal and in-oﬃce repairs,
Knoblach Hearing Care can
help. Dean Knoblach has
specialized in hearing care
since 1983. Dean and the staﬀ
welcome the opportunity
to discuss your needs. For
answers to personal hearing
health care questions, call or
visit the oﬃce in Largo at:
2480 East Bay Dr., Suite 17

(727) 530-3533
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Laser Spine Surgery

“In 2003, right after the war started,
I was a captain running a forward
command post in southern Iraq,” Steve,
47, remembers. “One day, as it neared
dusk and visibility was fading, a Category
4 sandstorm came up on us without
warning, and the wind became fierce.
“I yelled at the sergeants to grab the
tent before it blew away. As I grabbed it,
a huge gust of wind blew that swept up
both me and the tent. The wind carried
me about 50 feet and threw me against
a nearby truck. I hit the very top of the
truck with my back flat, then fell about
nine feet to the ground.
“At that point, I was partially paralyzed. I couldn’t move my legs. Once we
rode out the storm, I was medevaced to
Kuwait City for treatment. After about
a day and a half, I was able to move my
legs, but I still couldn’t walk. They then
medevaced me to a military hospital in
Germany, where I spent six weeks recuperating. After that, I was redeployed to
finish my tour.”
Heading back into the fray so quickly
may not have been the best decision for
Steve. He did so based on a sense of duty
to his country and his fellow soldiers, who
were away from their families and fighting
to survive in a war zone, not because he
was healthy enough to return.
“I told the doctor I was better than
I really was just so he would clear me
to redeploy,” Steve admits. “That was a
mistake, because I’ve been dealing with
chronic back pain ever since.
“Over the years, my back pain flared
up every three or four months. When it

flared, I could hardly walk and often had
to use a cane. Doing anything physical,
even putting on my shoes, was extremely
challenging. But the pain always got
better after a few days.
“Then in December 2018, something
changed. I started having massive nerve
pain down my legs that I never felt before.
I had to use my cane to walk all the time.
But unlike previous flare-ups, this pain
didn’t get better. It got worse. On a scale
of one to 10, the pain was a nine or 10. I’ve
never experienced pain like that before.”
Fortunately, a friend told Steve about
Physician Partners of America. There,
he met with the practice’s chief medical
officer, Dr. Abraham Rivera. The doctor
began his evaluation by reviewing Steve’s
MRI and performing a series of diagnostic
nerve blocks to assess Steve’s condition.
“By administering the nerve blocks,
I learned that there were several suspicious areas in Steve’s spine, and I was
able to pinpoint the source of his pain,”
Dr. Rivera reports. “Once my evaluation
was concluded, I diagnosed Steve with
radiculopathy, a ruptured disc and a pinched
nerve, along with low back pain.”

“To address Steve’s condition, I chose
to perform two minimally invasive laser
spine procedures, a laminotomy and a
foraminotomy. The goal of performing
those procedures was to decompress Steve’s
nerves and relieve his painful symptoms.”
A lamina is a part of the vertebral
arch. A pair of laminae join with the bony
projections that jut from the middle of
the vertebrae, called spinous processes,
to provide a point of attachment for
the spine’s muscles and ligaments. A
laminotomy is the removal of some of
the lamina to relieve pressure from the
bone pressing on the spinal cord.
“Minimally invasive laser laminotomy
is performed through a half-inch incision
in the back,” Dr. St. Louis reports. “The
incision is carefully placed with the help
of a special x-ray called C-arm fluoroscopy.
Laminotomy is carried out using a scope
with a camera, and the surgeon operates
while visualizing images from the camera
on a computer screen.
“Once the incision is made, we
insert a series of tubes to dilate the
muscles that sit on top of the bone and
create an opening in the lamina using

Team Techniques

a laser, a small drill and a Kerrison. We
use rongeurs to remove the pieces of
bone that were in the lamina.”
To relieve pressure on spinal
nerves, Dr. St. Louis uses a Kerrison to
remove some of the bone surrounding
the area where the nerves exit the
spinal cord. This is a foraminotomy.
Because laminotomy and foraminot o m y a re p e r f o r m e d m i n i m a l l y
invasively, recover y is short and
complications are rare.
“I typically instruct patients
to walk for an hour the day after
surgery in three 20-minute intervals,”

To relieve Steve's pain, Dr. Rivera joined
forces with Dr. James St. Louis, director
of Physician Partners of America’s
Minimally Invasive Spine Group.
Dr. St. Louis performs minimally invasive
laser spine surgery. He determined that Steve
was a good candidate for the surgery.
“Upon evaluating Steve, I discovered
that a damaged disc in his lower spine
was pinching the nerves exiting through
the openings in the spinal column, called
foramen,” Dr. St. Louis explains. “Pressure
on the nerves caused the pain in his back
and down his legs.

James St. Louis, DO, earned his Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees from the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. He received his osteopathic medicine degree from the Kansas
City University of Medicine and Biosciences in Missouri, and completed his surgical training in
the US Army and at Kennedy Medical Center in Cherry Hill, NJ. Dr. St. Louis is a member of
many medical organizations including the American Osteopathic Association, American
Osteopathic Academy of Orthopedics, American Medical Association and American
Association of Physician Specialists.
Abraham Rivera, MD, earned his Doctor of Medicine degree from the University of Puerto Rico
School of Medicine and completed a residency in anesthesiology and pain management at Albany
Medical Center in New York. Dr. Rivera’s decades of experience equip him to treat even the most
complex pain conditions. He oﬀers consultations in cooperation with Physician Partners of
America’s Minimally Invasive Spine Group in Florida and Texas, and performs spinal cord stimulation, spinal cord paddles, intrathecal pain pumps and spinal decompression procedures.

Dr. St. Louis describes. “Total recovery
time depends on the patient’s degree of
activity. If they’re returning to a desk
job, they can go back within a week. If
they do manual labor, they must wait
anywhere from two weeks to a month.”

“Amazing Transformation”
Steve reports that he didn’t feel pain
relief right away following his minimally invasive laser spine surgery.
But Dr. Rivera and Dr. St. Louis
reassured him that he would feel
better with time.
“They told me my nerves were
irritated from the surgery and I had
to give myself a chance to heal,”
Steve relates. “I was a tad skeptical
because I went through several
procedures. But before long, I started
feeling a difference.
“Two months after my procedures,
I felt great, a lot better than I had in
years. The pain wasn’t completely gone,
but there was an incalculable difference
in how I was feeling versus how I felt
in the past.
“My back pain went from a nine or
10 on the pain scale to a two or three,
which is manageable, in a matter of
months. It was an amazing transformation. My injury may require additional
procedures in the future, but for
now, I’m winning the battle against
my back pain.”
© FHCN article by Patti DiPanfilo. Photo courtesy of
Physician Partners of America. mkb

Leaders in Interventional Pain Management
and Minimally Invasive Laser Spine Surgery
Physician Partners of America is committed to providing the
highest levels of compassionate, patient-centered care. They have
20 locations across Florida to serve you. To schedule a consultation
with one of their pain management or minimally invasive laser
spine specialists, call or visit one of their oﬃces in Florida:

Jacksonville

Tampa Bay

Boca Raton

Merritt Island

Sarasota

West Palm Beach

Orlando

Sun City Center

(877) 331-6603

To learn more, visit them online at PPOASpine.com
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Generating Hope
F

or 12 years, Jennifer Haywood
was a prosperous massage
therapist in Kentucky, with
professional athletes among
her clientele. She was the sole practitioner
in her area, so her services were in high
demand. Appointments with Jennifer
were booked four weeks out.
Her career ended abruptly in 2010,
however, after the car she was driving
was T-boned by another vehicle and

even though his office is far from my
Zephyrhills home, I traveled to see him.”
Troy Noonan, MD, is a psychiatrist
at TMS of Central Florida in Brandon.
He initially evaluated Jennifer in
August 2013 and has treated her
consistently since then.
“Jennifer suffered a traumatic brain
injury and was experiencing secondary
depression and anxiety symptoms that
were impacting her life,” Dr. Noonan

Psychiatry

Nonmedicinal therapy lifts fog of depression,
clears pressure of brain injury

the parts of the brain that are insufficiently
active in people with depression.
“TMS stimulates blood flow to the
brain’s frontal lobes, which is where
the emotional regulatory centers are
located,” explains Charles DeVine,
MD, at TMS of Central Florida. “By
increasing that blood flow, the brain is
stimulated to more effectively regulate
its own blood sugar, which is what we’re
trying to target with medications.

Jennifer describes. “Of course, it’s not as
forceful as a pointy beak hitting your
head. And if I had a migraine the day
before a treatment, the technician puts
down a little pad so the tapping sensation
is even less intense.”
TMS treatments last for 18 minutes,
45 seconds, with patients usually
receiving a total of 36 treatments,
Monday through Friday, over an eightweek period. The magnetic pulses are
delivered through a cup-shaped device
that is placed on the prefrontal cortex
while the patient rests comfortably in a
chair similar to a dentist’s chair.

Snowballing Improvement
CHARLES DEVINE, MD
TROY NOONAN, MD

struck yet again by a third car. The
impact caused Jennifer’s brain to
slam against the inside of her skull,
resulting in a traumatic injury.
“It was just enough to disable
me,” Jennifer shares. “I temporarily lost the use of my left
leg and right arm, which I
now have intermittent use
of. Their function comes
and goes.
“I also get
migraines, something
I never had before
the accident. I had
one that lasted for
nine days once, and
I ended up in the
hospital. When I try to
work or do anything physical, I get this
intense skull-splitting pain in my head.
On a scale of one to 10, it’s 100. There’s so
much pressure in my head all the time.”
As a result of her injuries, Jennifer
couldn’t care for herself without help.
She returned to her native Florida to be
closer to family and friends who could
lend a hand. But Jennifer’s physical and
emotional symptoms intensified and
eventually overwhelmed her.
“My memory got bad,” she relates. “I
was having difficulty concentrating and
trouble with my vocabulary and speech
coordination. I felt stupid when I knew a
word but couldn’t get it out. I was never
sedentary before, I became absolutely
sedentary because I couldn’t work. That
and my limited movement wound up
affecting my mental health.
“It finally reached a point that I
had a breakdown because things in my
brain were so strange and I couldn’t
make sense of them. I felt like a stranger
in my own brain and in my own body.
I knew someone who was a patient
of Dr. Noonan and he helped her, so

recalls. “Over the years, we tried multiple
antidepressant medications and combinations of medications but never realized the
results we hoped to achieve.
“Last December, we discussed
alternative treatments. Jennifer was
interested in ketamine therapy. Ketamine
is a fairly new medication for depression. I wasn’t comfortable with the
results I’ve seen so far on its effectiveness, and ketamine has a negative side
effect profile, so I didn’t recommend it.”
Jennifer and Dr. Noonan also
discussed vagus nerve stimulation, an
FDA-approved treatment for depression
that involves applying electrical impulses
to the vagus nerve. But that requires an
invasive procedure to surgically place the
stimulator device.
“We agreed that was too extreme,
so I decided that Jennifer’s best option
was TMS therapy.”

Changing the Brain
TMS, or transcranial magnetic stimulation,
was approved by the FDA in 2008 for use
in people with treatment-resistant depression. It uses magnetic pulses to stimulate

“At its core, TMS is a noninvasive,
nonmedicinal therapy that produces a
genuine anatomical change, which in
terms of regulating blood sugar is different
than insulin. While insulin helps regulate
blood sugar, people need to keep taking
insulin to keep it regulated. That’s not the
case with TMS.
“When TMS is successful, there is a
true anatomical and physiological change
within the brain. The anatomical change
is the increased blood flow. The physiological change is the improved regulation
of blood sugar and brain chemistry that
produces a result where people can either
come off their medication altogether or
function better with it.”
TMS is far different than electroconvulsive therapy, or ECT, which uses an
electric stimulus, Dr. Noonan assures.
“TMS uses magnetic stimulation and
is administered in the doctor’s office. It is
considered safe and easy on the body,” the
doctor stresses. “The most common side
effect is mild to moderate scalp discomfort
at the application site.”
“The TMS treatment feels like
Woody Woodpecker is on your forehead,”

Charles DeVine, MD, specializes in psychiatry and neurology, and has been in practice for more than 20 years.
He earned his medical degree from the University of South Florida College of Medicine in 1995 and later performed his residency at USF. He is a member of the Florida Psychiatric Society and a fellow of the American
Psychiatric Association.
Troy Noonan, MD, specializes in general psychiatry, and child and adolescent psychiatry. He earned his
medical degree from the Chicago Medical School at Rosalind Franklin University in 1996 and has been
in practice for more than 20 years. He is a member of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology.

Visit them online at tmscentralflorida.com

The amount of time it takes for patients
to begin feeling the effects of TMS varies.
Jennifer felt a difference after her second
week of therapy.
“I noticed that my brain wasn’t as
foggy, and I could access my vocabulary,”
she details. “That’s important to me
because I’m a creative person. I like to
write and draw. Things just snowballed
from there. Soon, I was talking better,
and my head was clearer. Nothing has
cleared my thoughts or eased the pressure
in my skull like TMS therapy.
“And I’m not sleeping as much now.
With a brain injury, your brain gets tired
really fast. In the beginning, I had to
sleep a lot, but now I don’t need to take
naps during the day. But I sleep well at
night, which is amazing because brain
injuries affect your sleep switchboard and
mess everything up.”
Jennifer still gets migraines, but
they’re not as disabling.
“The medicine I take for my
migraines is helping now; it didn’t
before,” she reports. “I think my brain
is receiving the medicine better because
I recover quicker. I’m not down as long
when I get a migraine.
“It’s been a long, hard road, but
TMS therapy has really cleared the
fog. I’m probably 60 to 70 percent
better. I’m considering another round
of therapy. I fi gure if I feel this good
now, how good will I feel after another
36 treatments? It’s foolish not to go for
it because TMS therapy makes me feel
hopeful and happy.”
© FHCN article by Patti DiPanfilo. Photo by Jordan Pysz. mkb

Concierge Medicine

Be A VIP:

Brandon

1119 Nikki View Dr.

(813) 423-7037

Limited Membership

Membership model means more access to physician, personalized care

As

a marketing manager for
a financial services firm,
Michael White oversees
advertising, website
support and promotional services.

“Dr. Zimmer
offers televisits at
normal times, and
that’s the reason I
chose to take advantage of it during the
pandemic,” Michael
relates. “He reviewed
my bloodwork and
other health considerations just like
he would during a
traditional visit.
“Televisits are
convenient, and It’s
great to have a doctor
like Dr. Zimmer
who’s f lexible and
supports this technology. My televisit
worked out well
for me.”

MICHAEL A. ZIMMER, MD, MACP
“I studied marketing and finance
in business school,” the Dallas native
explains. “Doing marketing for a financial
services company is a natural extension of
my education and a way to combine the
two disciplines.”
Twenty years ago, Michael relocated
to Florida from Long Island, New York.
One of the first things he did when he got
here was find a primary care physician.
He discovered Michael A. Zimmer, MD,
a board-certified internist at Zimmer
Medical Services in St. Petersburg.
Dr. Zimmer practices concierge medicine, a practice model where physicians
see fewer patients, allowing them to spend
more time with each one. Dr. Zimmer is
available to patients by telephone, text and
email, and through televisits. He can also
be available at night and on weekends.
“I’ve been with Dr. Zimmer for nearly
15 years, and most of our encounters have
been traditional appointments,” Michael
describes. “We had an appointment
scheduled in March 2020, but with the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, it made
sense for me to take advantage of a televisit.
Televisits are one example of the virtual
medical support Dr. Zimmer provides as
part of his concierge practice.”

Beneficial Tool

Televisits are interactive audio and video
sessions with a physician available via
computer, tablet or smartphone. They are
conducted on a secure platform using data
encryption to safeguard confidentiality.
This permits open discussion of the
patient’s medical history as well as discussion and assessment of any conditions.
“Most of the diagnoses in internal
medicine are based on the medical history,
so televisits are a very useful tool in my
practice,” Dr. Zimmer asserts. “They have
been particularly useful during this

Michael White

Concierge medicine is generally an
option of primary care providers who
offer the most commonly used medical
services. For most people who use these
services, concierge medicine is more
cost-effective than insurance.
“With the cost of insurance and
high deductible plans, patients often
have to pay a lot of money out of pocket
to meet those deductibles,” Dr. Zimmer
observes. “With concierge medicine,
there’s a set monthly or annual fee, and
often, it’s much lower than patients’
deductibles. This makes the concierge

Easy Transition

Jonat ha n* i s a
manager for an entertainment company
COVID-19 pandemic, when many doing business in Central Florida. His
patients at high risk for infection have been main responsibility is to oversee the operreluctant to leave their homes.
ation of a large amphitheater in Tampa.
“But televisits also benefit younger,
“It’s my job to make sure the facility
more active patients with very busy functions smoothly during shows
schedules. Televisits enable these patients
and events,” Jonathan
to meet with me whenever they
describes. “I also ensure
find time in their day to
that the building is propreview their preventive
erly maintained.”
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happy to transition
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when a patient has a rash,
to Dr. Zimmer’s
my
a sore or some other visible
practice. After
r
e
m
sign of disease that Dr.
all, his mother
Zim
Zimmer can assess during a
worked for
– Dr.
physical examination.
the physician
“It is easy for patients to
as a nurse and
schedule a televisit,” Dr. Zimmer
recommended him.
assures. “Once patients make a
“The personal care is what I like most
request, a staff member from my office about concierge medicine,” Jonathan
emails them a link, which opens up into states. “Dr. Zimmer really takes care of
the secure application for the visit. My his patients and makes things happen. He
patients truly appreciate this convenient took good care of me when I suffered nerve
access to care.”
problems in my neck. He got me in to see
Michael says there’s little trade-off in the right specialists very quickly, and he
made the process easy.”
conducting an appointment virtually.

Be Your
Best Self
The highly trained doctors and staﬀ
members at TMS of Central Florida are
committed to providing patients with
compassionate care in a comfortable
environment. The staff utilizes the
most advanced technology available
in providing hope and healing for
conditions such as treatment-resistant
depression. If you’re suffering from
depression or another disorder that
is making it difficult to enjoy life or
to function, call or visit the oﬃce in
Brandon for a free consultation:
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option more affordable than insurance.
“Patients then purchase a
low-cost plan to cover less common
specialist visits, emergencies and
hospitalizations.”
Included in Dr. Zimmer’s concierge
plan are routine physical exams and
assessments for managing chronic
medical conditions. Patients get care
for acute illnesses as well as preventive
medical services. The doctor also
provides many common procedures,
including Pap smears, bone density tests
and pulmonary testing. In addition,

he coordinates any tests and visits to
specialists, if needed.
Dr. Zimmer’s concierge practice
provides patients easy access to him.
Patients can consult with him via
phone, text or email. When patients
go to his office, he devotes substantial
time to appointments, typically 30 to
60 minutes.
“I spend time with my patients,”
Dr. Zimmer confirms, “and patients
can see me instead of seeing the nurse
practitioner. In addition, I’m able to
check in on my patients if they’re in
the hospital. I never would have that
opportunity before having a concierge
practice.”

Under the traditional model of care,
internists often see 25 to 30 patients a
day. A schedule that busy doesn’t always
leave the doctor with the time needed to
delve deep into the patient’s medical issues,
Dr. Zimmer observes.
“When you have that many people
to care for, you have little time available
to discuss the details related to their
care,” the internist confirms. “Internal
medicine physicians nationwide typically
have 15-minute blocks to follow up with
patients. It is very difficult to do a comprehensive evaluation of all the patients’
complex issues.”

Innovative, Thorough
and Compassionate Care
Zimmer Medical Services is readily
available to assist those who want
a more comprehensive physicianpatient experience. To learn more
about concierge medicine, call or visit
the practice in St. Petersburg at:

509 Jackson St. N.

(727) 502-2626
The concierge model of care,
on the other hand, is based on a
limited membership,
“With fewer patients, doctors
can provide each patient with longer
visits to address all their different
health issues and answer all the questions they have regarding their care,”
Dr. Zimmer elaborates.
The concierge model allows
Dr. Zimmer to show attention to detail,
something that greatly impresses Jonathan.
“And he follows up and makes
sure his patients are doing OK,” Jonathan
says. “It makes me feel like I’m being well
taken care of, and that’s a nice feeling to
get from a doctor.
“The results of the treatment on my
neck were great. I underwent surgery and
feel much better. Dr. Zimmer made the
right decisions for me. I trust him with my
health and my life. That’s why I’ve stayed
with him all these years.”
© FHCN article by Patti DiPanfilo. Photo courtesy of
Michael White. js
*Patient’s name changed at his request.

Michael A. Zimmer, MD, MACP, is boardcertified by the American Board of Internal
Medicine and is a master of the American
College of Physicians. Dr. Zimmer completed his undergraduate studies at Temple
University in Philadelphia, where he graduated summa cum laude and Phi Beta
Kappa. He earned his medical degree from
Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia
and continued studies in general surgery at
the University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey in Newark. Dr. Zimmer did postgraduate training in internal medicine at
Morristown Memorial Hospital, a Columbia
University affiliate, in Morristown, NJ. He is
a clinical assistant professor of medicine at
the University of South Florida College of
Medicine in Tampa. He served as president of
the Florida chapter of the American College of
Physicians, where he was elected to
mastership and fellowship. He
serves on the Florida medical
delegation to the American
Medical Association
and is also a member of
the Pinellas County
Medical Society.

To find out more, check out Zimmer Medical Services online at Zimmercm.com
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Oophthalmology
phthalmoloGy
I was good just taking ibuprofen for
a couple of days.”
Sandra also appreciates the safeguards
implemented by Dr. Clair and the staff
amid the coronavirus pandemic.
“I felt very safe even though I had all
this done during the height of the COVID
crisis,” she expresses. “The Eye Institute
of West Florida has taken a lot of precautions to ensure everyone is safe, including
temperature checks, frequent sanitation,
and socially distanced waiting rooms.
“I absolutely made the right choice
selecting The Eye Institute of West Florida.
Dr. Clair has an excellent bedside manner
and does a great job explaining everything.
And his staff is extremely nice and helpful.
The most important thing, I’m seeing much
better so I am thrilled with the results.”

Modern surgical techniques correct droopy eyelids and brows to improve vision

I

t’s never too late to reinvent yourself.
Just ask Sandra Keith. Six years
ago, at age 67 and in the wake of a
31-year career in the life insurance
industry, Sandra started renovating and
selling homes with her husband.

STEPHEN M. WEINSTOCK, MD, FACS
ROBERT J. WEINSTOCK, MD
NEEL R. DESAI, MD
JEFFREY S. SCHWARTZ, MD
LEONARD S. KIRSCH, MD, FRCS (C)
RICHARD J. HAIRSTON, MD, FACS
JANIE A. HO, MD
STACIA H. GOLDEY, MD
AMY Z. MARTINO, MD
BRANDON C. CLAIR, MD

As people age, the muscles in their
eyelids tend to weaken. That causes the
eyelids and sometimes the eyebrows
to sag. In addition to leaving someone
looking very tired, drooping eyelids and
brows can also impair vision. That’s what
Sandra was experiencing.
After her exam, her eye doctor
suggested she set up an appointment
with Brandon C. Clair, MD, at The Eye
Institute of West Florida.

Dr. Clair’s examination revealed
that Sandra’s eyelids and eyebrows were
both drooping and affecting her vision.
Luckily, insurance and Medicare can
cover eyelid surgery (blepharoplasty)
when it begins to impair vision.
Dr. Clair determined Sandra was a great
candidate for a new, modern variation of
eyelid surgery he developed while
working with a team of doctors in Texas a
few years ago.

Now 73, Sandra was recently involved
Sandra Before
Sandra After
in a different kind of remodeling project –
Functional and Aesthetic
During this procedure, the blephalooking and seeing better.
“It all started a couple of years ago Dr. Clair first examined Sandra roplasty and the brow repair are done in
after my husband and I bought another in October. During her initial visit, he combination, Dr. Clair explains.
boat,” Sandra relates. “I realized I wasn’t took pictures of her eyes while she was in
“You start by performing the
seeing all that well. It was mostly my
a relaxed state. As Dr. Clair explains, the blepharoplasty, where you remove the
pictures allow the patient and excess eyelid tissue,” he educates. “Then
peripheral vision that was
doctor to see the extent of you raise the eyebrow through the same
impaired. I wasn’t seeing
“I absolutely
the problem.
incision. The advantage is that everything
as well out to the side.
“We
take
those
is done through one incision that’s hidden
Thankfully, I have a
made the
pictures with the in the lid crease, which is a great place to
new car that alerts
right choice selecting
me when someone is
patient in a relaxed hide a scar because you already have a line
The Eye Institute of
coming up on the side
state because the first there. Once everything heals, no one can
because I couldn’t see
thing a person starts tell you had a procedure done, and you see
West Florida.”
to do when their and look much better.”
them. That’s how bad
In addition to excess sk in,
eyelids are drooping
it was.”
Concerned, Sandra
is raise their eyebrows Dr. Clair also removed a small part of
visited her eye doctor for
to compensate for their one of the muscles that depresses the
a checkup this past May.
lateral part of the
lack of
Much to her surprise, Sandra was
brow. By anchoring
v ision,”
told her vision was fine. The problem, she Dr. Clair informs.
t hat mu scle to
learned, was with her upper eyelids. They “That’s why you
hard tissue, he gave
The caring staff members of The Eye
had become droopy and bulky.
Sandra’s brows a
sometimes see older
Institute of West Florida welcome your
folks walking around
soft elevation that
questions. To schedule an appointment,
with a surprised look
provides a natural
contact them at these convenient locations:
on their face. It’s
aesthetic result and
St. Petersburg
because their lids
prevents the brows
6133
Central
Ave.
from sagging further
are drooping, and
Largo
in the future.
they don’t notice it.
Are droopy or sagging eyelids interfering with
So,
they
lift
their
1225
West
Bay
Dr.
your vision? Are they making you look tired?
A New Outlook
eyebrows way up to
You might want to consider undergoing a
Clearwater
see better.
“The surgery went
blepharoplasty if you have:
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The Aesthetic Institute of West
Florida is an extension of The Eye
Institute of West Florida and is
for people seeking elective and
cosmetic eyelid procedures and
facial rejuvenation. Our tradition
of employing the finest physicians
in opht halmology carrie d
over in our search for a boardcertified and fellowship-trained
oculoplastic and reconstructive
surgeon with a special interest in
cosmetic surgery.
Brandon C. Clair, MD, is an ophthalmologist specializing in oculoplastic,
orbital and reconstructive surgery.
He earned his bachelor’s degree
from Hamilton College in Clinton,
NY, and completed medical school
at the State University of New
York Upstate Medical University in
Syracuse. He performed his internship at the University of Maryland
Medical Center and returned to New
York for his ophthalmology residency
at the University of Buﬀalo Medical
Center, where he was chief resident.
Dr. Clair pursued additional
training through fellowships in orbital, oculoplastic
and reconstructive surgery,
as well as neuro-ophthalmology, all at the University
of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center in Dallas.
Stacia H. Goldey, MD, FACS, is
board-certified in ophthalmology
and a member of the prestigious
American Society of Ophthalmic
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons,
American College of Surgeons,
American Academy of Ophthalmology
and American Medical Association.
She received her undergraduate
degree from the University of Central
Florida, where she graduated summa
cum laude, and her medical degree,
with honors, from the University of
Florida. She served her residency
at Shands Hospital, followed by a
fellowship in ophthalmic plastic
orbital surgery at the Jules Stein Eye
Institute at the University of California,
Los Angeles. Dr. Goldey is
on the National Education
Facult y for BOTOX®
Cosmetic and has published several articles about
oculoplastic surgery.

For more information, please visit EyeSpecialist.com

